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RainCastle Communications, Inc.
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Newton, MA 02460

T. 617 965 2681

F. 617 527 1221

www.raincastle.com

Corporate Overview

our value... 
The success of any engagement is predicated on establishing clear goals and then achieving them.
When you work with RainCastle, we help establish the appropriate measure of ROI and meet or
exceed that measure. It may take the form of increased hits to a newly redesigned Web site,
customer endorsements of a new brand identity, or the corporate image building that results from 
a new collateral system or annual report. Our references will attest to our contributions to their
business success. To learn more about RainCastle, please view our Web site at www.raincastle.com.

our capabilities…
Our capabilities include a full range of brand development and creative services for Web and print,

including:

• Brand strategy & visual identity

• Communications planning

• Web site design & development

• User interface design

• Web marketing

• Collateral systems

• Annual reports; printed and interactive

• Advertising 

• Direct mail

our approach…
In order to deliver real business value to our clients, we employ our unique RainMaker ApproachSM, 

which encompasses four key areas of concentration — while always focusing on a compelling 

design and intuitive user experience. These include:

• Defining the Vision — Discovery 

• Creating the Experience — Branding & Design 

• Delivering Results — Implementation 

• Gauging Success — Measurement and Analysis

why raincastle…
• Internationally recognized creative firm established in 1994

• Award-winning creative

• Fully integrated capabilities bridging strategy, creative and technology services

• Focused on business objectives with expertise in marketing strategy and positioning

• Memorable solutions that get results

• Exceptional and attentive client service relationships

• Proven track record of satisfied customers and excellent industry reputation
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BioTech / Medical Sciences 
ABIOMED

Biofertec

Boston Scientific

Chartwell

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Genzyme

Millennium Pharmaceuticals

Repligen

Thermogenic Imaging

U.S. Genomics

Variagenics

Cultural / Non-Profit
Boston Cyberarts Festival

Jewish Family & Children’s Service

Mass Golf Association

New Art Center

New England Foundation for the Arts
(NEFA)

New England Serve

The Second Step

Smithsonian

Tom Snyder Productions

Financial / Venture Capital
Advent International
Babson Capital Management
Charles River Ventures
Manulife Financial
Spectrum Equity

Government
Commonwealth of Massachusetts -

Department of Public Health

Massachusetts Port Authority

High Tech
Brooks Automation

CISCO Systems

Centra

Corente

First National Systems

Gold Wire Technology

Incentive Systems

Media Map

Nauticus Networks

OneSource

Optovia

Relicore

Riverton

Sepaton

Xchange

Other
CUH2A (Architects & Engineers)

Designs, Inc. (Retail)

DiMella Shaffer Associates (Architects)

The Faneuil Group (Customer Contact Services)

Forrester Research (Technology Research/Consultancy)

GretagMacBeth (Manufacturing) 

Russell Reynolds Associates 
(Executive Recruiting)

Shawmut Design and Construction 

Strategic Pricing Group (Marketing Consultants)

Client List



RainCastle offers a broad range of Web and Interactive services to its clients. 

Our depth of experience and skills allows us to formulate a strategy 

consistent with your objectives and deliver the results utilizing appropriate 

Web and interactive technologies. Our services include:

Web Site Design and Development
From solid user-centered Information Architecture to award-winning creative

design, our team consistently delivers highly usable, eye-catching sites.

Our Approach Web and Interactive

Interactive Product/Service Demos    
Make your product or service come alive through the use of an engaging, interactive,

informative multimedia piece. RainCastle can provide assistance in concepting,

storyboarding, copywriting, design and development, testing and delivery.

Online Marketing Programs 
Create online programs which enhance and support your marketing efforts

through the use of opt-in email newsletters, microsites, webinars, event promotion

and registration, search engine optimization, etc. RainCastle provides the creative

energy to launch these efforts and the technology to deliver and track results.

User Interface Design  
Our UI experts can develop a plan to assess the usability of your products and work

alongside your team to design and refine the user interface for maximum usability.

Web Site Hosting, Maintenance and Content Management 
If you need assistance in operating and maintaining your Web site, RainCastle can

provide the services you need. Our Web developers and account team can provide

the day-to-day expertise to keep your site up-to-date and operational. Automated

content management tools are also available to enable your administrative 

personnel to maintain site content without having to learn specialized skills. 

Interactive Tools
Customized interactive calculators, product selectors, surveys, etc. are valuable

adjuncts to your sales and marketing efforts. Our Interactive designers strategize,

design and develop tools that engage existing and potential customers to 

determine their needs and select appropriate products.

A sampling of our interactive work is shown above.

To learn more and to see examples of our award-winning work, visit our 
Web site at www.raincastle.com or call us at 617-965-2681 ext. 222.

a. CUH2A

b. MANULIFE FINANCIAL

c. MASSACHUSETTS
GOLF ASSOCIATION

d. MASSPORT

e. STORIGEN

f. GENZYME

a. b.

c.

f.

d.

e.

RainCastle Communications

288 Walnut Street 

Newton, MA 02460

www.raincastle.com

RainCastle Communications



Print Collateral Systems
Whether it’s a two-page data sheet, or a 16-page corporate brochure,

RainCastle knows how to weave together a visual and verbal vocabulary 

that quickly communicates your story to your key audiences. 

a. NEW ART CENTER
l o g o ,  s t a t i o n e r y

b. NEFA
l o g o

c. FORRESTER RESEARCH
a n n u a l  r e p o r t

d. STORIGEN
b r o c h u r e

e. MANULIFE 
COLLEGE SAVINGS
v i s u a l  i d e n t i t y

f. REPLIGEN
p r i n t  a d

b.

d.c.

e.

f.

Annual Reports  
RainCastle is adept and experienced in guiding senior teams to consensus

on key corporate messages for your annual report. We then deliver those

messages via copy and design that captures the attention of busy

shareholders, analysts, partners and employees. 

Visual Identity Systems
Your visual identity system must create a complete brand experience. It must

be scalable across a wide variety of communications tools, and should

successfully differentiate your products and services from the competition. 

Our RainMaker ApproachSM facilitates the development of effective visual

identity systems that meet these criteria in a high impact, cost-effective manner. 

RainCastle’s seasoned design team has helped to launch or refresh countless 

numbers of companies, brands and products. Our high impact creative is

grounded in relevant, insightful brand strategy. The result is printed

communications tools that consistently help clients meet their overall business

and marketing goals. Our services include: 

Corporate and Product Identity / Logos 
A corporate or product identity must quickly communicate the essence of

your brand. RainCastle has won numerous awards for effective, impactful

corporate and product identities. 

RainCastle Communications
Our Approach Print Design

A sampling of our print work is shown above.

To learn more and to see examples of our award-winning work, visit our 
Web site at www.raincastle.com or call us at 617-965-2681 ext. 222. 

a.

Advertising and Direct Mail 
Our creative team produces compelling lead-generation and awareness

advertising that gets results. In addition, our team has excellent experience

developing targeted direct mail programs.

RainCastle Communications

288 Walnut Street 

Newton, MA 02460

www.raincastle.com



a. VENETICA
w e b  s i t e

b. ATG
a n n u a l  r e p o r t

c. RELICORE
s o f t w a r e  p a c k a g e ,  l o g o

d. FORRESTER RESEARCH
o n l i n e  a n n u a l  r e p o r t

e. BROOKS 
AUTOMATION
p r i n t  a d

f. SEPATON
w e b  s i t e ,  l o g o

b.

d.c.

e.

f.

For over ten years, RainCastle has specialized in creating award-winning

communications for both established and emerging High Technology

companies. We are committed to building brands, integrated communications

and Web sites that communicate and perpetuate your business message. Our

broad range of experiences encompass hardware, software, products and

services. Recent work includes the following:

Brand Identity and Integrated Communication Systems
RainCastle’s experience ranges from creating corporate logos and collateral

materials to designing and developing content-managed Web sites for

businesses in diverse areas of technology such as storage, semiconductors,

consulting, infrastructure and telecommunications.

Web Site Design and Development
Whether a portal, recruiting tool, marketing site, content management

system, eMarketing campaign or Flash demo, RainCastle has the technical

skill, creative flair and years of (user) experience to communicate your needs

electronically.

Tradeshow Graphics and Signage
Many of our clients display their products and services at various tradeshow

venues. Raincastle provides designs for signage, graphic panels, backlit

transparencies and premiums. We also manage the vendors who produce

these items.

Annual Report Design
RainCastle is adept and experienced in guiding senior teams to consensus on

key corporate messages for your annual report. We then deliver those

messages via copy and design that captures the attention of busy

shareholders, analysts, partners and employees.

Advertising and Direct Mail 
Our creative team produces compelling lead-generation and awareness

advertising that gets results. In addition, our team has excellent experience

developing targeted direct mail programs.

A sampling of work for our High Technology clients is shown above. 

For more information, or to view more of our work, please visit 

www.raincastle.com or call us at 617-965-2681 ext.222.

RainCastle Communications
Sector Overview High Technology

a.

RainCastle Communications

288 Walnut Street 

Newton, MA 02460

www.raincastle.com



See more work for Biotech/Medical
Science clients on our Web site

www.raincastle.com/what/index.cfm

With a diverse range of experience across established and emerging companies,

RainCastle understands the needs and challenges of companies marketing

pharmaceuticals, diagnostics and medical devices, as well as the technology

companies who support them. Our recent work includes the following:

New Product Launches
In the past year, RainCastle has developed brand strategies, visual identities

and integrated marketing communications programs for products in areas

ranging from gastroenterology to women’s health. Our highly effective

RainMaker ApproachSM helps drive senior teams to consensus on overall

strategy and enables us to develop relevant brand programs that gain visibility

and effectively differentiate in highly competitive environments.

RainCastle Communications
Sector Overview   

RainCastle Communications

288 Walnut Street 

Newton, MA 02460

www.raincastle.com

Interactive Design and Development    
Whether it’s an online community for physicians, families and patients 

dealing with rare genetic disorders, a microsite to launch a new product, a

general purpose Web site or a multimedia presentation, RainCastle develops

compelling, interactive solutions that consistently meet client and user needs.

Annual Reports 
With a seasoned senior team and award-winning creative, RainCastle delivers 

effective, high impact printed and interactive annual reports that capture and

communicate the essence of a company’s story. 

A sampling of work for our Biotech/Medical Sciences clients is shown above.

For more information, or to view some of our award-winning work, 
please visit www.raincastle.com or call us at 617-965-2681 ext. 222.

Medical Sciences/Biotech

b.
c.

e.

f.

d.

a. U.S.GENOMICS
w e b  s i t e

b. ABIOMED
a n n u a l  r e p o r t

c. VARIAGENICS
m u l t i - m e d i a  p r e s e n t a t i o n

d. DANA FARBER/ 
BRIGHAM & WOMEN’S
s t y l e  g u i d e

e. REPLIGEN
a n n u a l  r e p o r t

f. BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
a n n u a l  r e p o r t

a.
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Case Study Manulife Financial/MCS

“RainCastle created a strong brand

identity foundation that successfully

sets us apart from our competitors,”

stated Matt Schiffman, President,

Manulife U.S. College Savings.  

“That brand identity, which works

equally well across both print and the

Web, is the foundation for an evolving

set of tools that support our high level

of business development activity.”

[Challenge] Manulife Financial, a leading Canadian-based financial 

services company operating worldwide, needed a full-service design strategy

partner to help them launch their 529 college savings plan in a relatively

short time frame. Since the college savings arena was new to Manulife, 

the launch support program needed to both educate and sell across a 

broad range of target audiences with disparate needs and expectations. 

[Solution] RainCastle developed and implemented an integrated strategy

designed to differentiate Manulife College Savings from competitive 529

plans already on the market. RainCastle kicked off the process with an 

intensive focus session designed to gain consensus among internal

stakeholders with regard to current and desired brand perceptions,

appropriate brand personality and a wish list of program components.

RainCastle then 

validated these internal findings with a brief external survey conducted

amongst Manulife’s key wholesalers. RainCastle rounded out the discovery

phase with an audit of the print and online communications tools utilized 

by Manulife’s competitors in the 529 arena and developed a compelling

brand promise to act as the foundation for the visual identity system. 

Upon client approval, the RainCastle creative team went to work on three

distinct visual concepts based on the brand promise. The chosen creative

concept avoided the “cute kids“ approach taken by many of the competitors

in favor of a more upscale look that combined photography and fine art to

evoke memories of parents’ and grandparents’ own college experiences. 

The program included a Web site for use by financial advisors and consumers,

a sales kit (product brochure, FAQs, disclosure document and enrollment

forms), a seminar program (invitations, ad slicks, and a PowerPoint 

presentation), training manuals, trade show materials and direct mail.

[Benefits] The Manulife College Savings Web site successfully launched 

in July of 2001 and was followed shortly thereafter by the delivery of 50,000

sales kits. The integrated strategy developed by RainCastle successfully 

differentiated Manulife from their competitors, tangibly augmented 

Manulife’s business development and marketing impact and gave Manulife 

a brand identity that was visually viable both online and offline.

Below and right:

RainCastle designed a public Web site for Manulife College Savings as well

as a password protected Resource Center for Financial Consultants. The con-

tent is organized in the same logical steps as the sales process. We created

useful tools such as the "Family College Cost Calculator" which helps one

tailor a specific savings plan for a family’s specific financial situation.

Above:

RainCastle designed this product

brochure — a component of the 

full launch kit — to introduce the

Manulife offering and create a 

brand identity for this product.

Inside are a variety of features,

benefits and statistics that aid 

the broker/dealer selling to 

the consumer.
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Case Study Manulife Financial/MCS

“RainCastle created a strong brand

identity foundation that successfully

sets us apart from our competitors,”

stated Matt Schiffman, President,

Manulife U.S. College Savings.  

“That brand identity, which works

equally well across both print and the

Web, is the foundation for an evolving

set of tools that support our high level

of business development activity.”

[Challenge] Manulife Financial, a leading Canadian-based financial 

services company operating worldwide, needed a full-service design strategy

partner to help them launch their 529 college savings plan in a relatively

short time frame. Since the college savings arena was new to Manulife, 

the launch support program needed to both educate and sell across a 

broad range of target audiences with disparate needs and expectations. 

[Solution] RainCastle developed and implemented an integrated strategy

designed to differentiate Manulife College Savings from competitive 529

plans already on the market. RainCastle kicked off the process with an 

intensive focus session designed to gain consensus among internal

stakeholders with regard to current and desired brand perceptions,

appropriate brand personality and a wish list of program components.

RainCastle then 

validated these internal findings with a brief external survey conducted

amongst Manulife’s key wholesalers. RainCastle rounded out the discovery

phase with an audit of the print and online communications tools utilized 

by Manulife’s competitors in the 529 arena and developed a compelling

brand promise to act as the foundation for the visual identity system. 

Upon client approval, the RainCastle creative team went to work on three

distinct visual concepts based on the brand promise. The chosen creative

concept avoided the “cute kids“ approach taken by many of the competitors

in favor of a more upscale look that combined photography and fine art to

evoke memories of parents’ and grandparents’ own college experiences. 

The program included a Web site for use by financial advisors and consumers,

a sales kit (product brochure, FAQs, disclosure document and enrollment

forms), a seminar program (invitations, ad slicks, and a PowerPoint 

presentation), training manuals, trade show materials and direct mail.

[Benefits] The Manulife College Savings Web site successfully launched 

in July of 2001 and was followed shortly thereafter by the delivery of 50,000

sales kits. The integrated strategy developed by RainCastle successfully 

differentiated Manulife from their competitors, tangibly augmented 

Manulife’s business development and marketing impact and gave Manulife 

a brand identity that was visually viable both online and offline.

Below and right:

RainCastle designed a public Web site for Manulife College Savings as well

as a password protected Resource Center for Financial Consultants. The con-

tent is organized in the same logical steps as the sales process. We created

useful tools such as the "Family College Cost Calculator" which helps one

tailor a specific savings plan for a family’s specific financial situation.

Above:

RainCastle designed this product

brochure — a component of the 

full launch kit — to introduce the

Manulife offering and create a 
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Inside are a variety of features,

benefits and statistics that aid 

the broker/dealer selling to 

the consumer.
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Case Study U.S. Genomics

[Challenge] U.S. Genomics (USG) provides technology products and 

services to markets in drug discovery, pharmacogenomics, and diagnostics.

These are breakthrough technologies that have the potential to transform 

the commercial utility of genomic information by enhancing its quality and

breadth of application. As a startup company whose technology and business

strategy are complicated, USG needed a corporate identity, Web site and 

supporting marketing communications tools that both established the 

company’s legitimacy and helped potential customers and partners understand

its evolving product offering. They also had to accomplish this with a limited

budget in a short time frame. 

[Solution] In order to develop a high impact corporate identity and 

marketing communications tool set for U.S. Genomics, RainCastle tailored 

its RainMaker ApproachSM to meet the unique needs and constraints of this

biotech startup. We conducted a brief Focus Survey with key internal decision

makers in order to understand and prioritize U.S. Genomics’ needs as well as

its messages. Although the company has few direct competitors, we scanned

sites of those who might compete on the periphery, in order to assure a

unique visual approach that would effectively differentiate U.S. Genomics in 

a confusing marketplace. 

RainCastle then presented three distinct visual concepts that addressed the

needs identified by the U.S. Genomics leadership, and set them apart from

current and potential competitors. The chosen concept plays on the fact that

technology created by U.S. Genomics will unlock the potential of the vast

amounts of genomic information now available. This works at the level of the

corporate identity, where the viewer peers through a keyhole at a strand of

DNA, as well as in the visual foundation, where different images are viewed

through what appears to be a petri dish.

[Benefits] RainCastle’s depth of expertise working in the delicate startup

climate, as well as in the sometimes obscure biotech sector, enabled

RainCastle to design a corporate identity and marketing collateral system 

that was effective on a variety of levels–it increased clarity with respect to

their product offering in order to reach U.S. Genomics’ key customer base,

and communicated a sense of credibility that helped establish U.S. Genomics

as a viable partner. From a tactical level, the pieces RainCastle designed can

be applied across all current and future communications materials both for

print and electronic media.

Above:

Home and secondary pages for U.S. Genomics

Web site. Target audiences include customers,

partners, and investors

At left:

Proposal covers, tabs and shell 

templates for business development

meetings and investor presentations
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Case Study U.S. Genomics

[Challenge] U.S. Genomics (USG) provides technology products and 

services to markets in drug discovery, pharmacogenomics, and diagnostics.

These are breakthrough technologies that have the potential to transform 

the commercial utility of genomic information by enhancing its quality and

breadth of application. As a startup company whose technology and business

strategy are complicated, USG needed a corporate identity, Web site and 

supporting marketing communications tools that both established the 

company’s legitimacy and helped potential customers and partners understand

its evolving product offering. They also had to accomplish this with a limited

budget in a short time frame. 

[Solution] In order to develop a high impact corporate identity and 

marketing communications tool set for U.S. Genomics, RainCastle tailored 

its RainMaker ApproachSM to meet the unique needs and constraints of this

biotech startup. We conducted a brief Focus Survey with key internal decision

makers in order to understand and prioritize U.S. Genomics’ needs as well as

its messages. Although the company has few direct competitors, we scanned

sites of those who might compete on the periphery, in order to assure a

unique visual approach that would effectively differentiate U.S. Genomics in 

a confusing marketplace. 

RainCastle then presented three distinct visual concepts that addressed the

needs identified by the U.S. Genomics leadership, and set them apart from

current and potential competitors. The chosen concept plays on the fact that

technology created by U.S. Genomics will unlock the potential of the vast

amounts of genomic information now available. This works at the level of the

corporate identity, where the viewer peers through a keyhole at a strand of

DNA, as well as in the visual foundation, where different images are viewed

through what appears to be a petri dish.

[Benefits] RainCastle’s depth of expertise working in the delicate startup

climate, as well as in the sometimes obscure biotech sector, enabled

RainCastle to design a corporate identity and marketing collateral system 

that was effective on a variety of levels–it increased clarity with respect to

their product offering in order to reach U.S. Genomics’ key customer base,

and communicated a sense of credibility that helped establish U.S. Genomics

as a viable partner. From a tactical level, the pieces RainCastle designed can

be applied across all current and future communications materials both for

print and electronic media.

Above:

Home and secondary pages for U.S. Genomics

Web site. Target audiences include customers,

partners, and investors

At left:

Proposal covers, tabs and shell 

templates for business development

meetings and investor presentations
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Case Study Massport (Massachusetts Port Authority)

“Massport's new Web site offers

accurate and timely information to

our customers when they need it

most, before they use our facilities,”

said Joey Cuzzi, Director of

Communications at Massport.

“Whether you're a traveler looking

for a specific bus schedule to Logan

Airport or a company exploring

shipping options to the Far East, the

information is now only a simple

keystroke away!”

[Challenge] Massport is an independent public authority which develops,

promotes and manages airports, the seaport and transportation infrastructure

to enable Massachusetts and New England to compete successfully in the global

marketplace. Massport wished to make their Web site a world-class, online

public service destination. They presented multiple objectives including: making

flight information readily available to the public, facilitating the process for

those wishing to do business with Massport, and providing information about

the airports, seaport, bridges and tourism. 

[Solution] Using our RainMaker ApproachSM, RainCastle architected,

designed and project managed the much-heralded Web site. We began with

our detailed needs assessment and research phase which included numerous

interviews with users of Logan Airport and with internal stakeholders from

many different departments. 

From our research, we made specific recommendations and began the 

comprehensive information architecture (IA) process, resulting in a “wireframe”

prototype of the site. Once approved, we moved into the design phase where

we created a full selection of different visual interpretations of home and 

secondary pages based upon the approved architecture. Along the way, 

we engineered a number of unique features such as: 

• Real-Time Flight Tracker that proactively notifies the user of a particular

flight’s status up to a full month before that flight is scheduled. 

• Tabbed User Interface (UI), which links to the Arrivals/Departures screens 

at the airport so the user can view flight information in real-time. 

• Online bidding, for business persons wishing to do business with Massport. 

• A view of the future, which is an area designed to show Massport’s future

plans and how much they’ve already achieved.

[Results] The Massport Web site has been widely recognized for excellence

in public service, transporation, Web development and information design 

by over 15 organizations world wide. The online bidding feature has saved

Massport a lot of money in faxes, mailings and telephone time. The site overall

has been a huge success for Massport.

Below:
A selection of support pages from the site.
All maintain navigation and branding 
consistent with that established on 
the home page.

Above:

These two screens represent the real-time flight information

interface. By linking to the screens at the airport, this 

interface is updated in real-time. We created the Flight 

Tracker to automatically notify users of any changes in 

their flight or gate status up to 30 days before the flight.

The Flight Tracker also updates in real-time.

Left:

To aid those wishing to do

business with Massport and

to reduce phone calls and

faxes, we designed a simple,

tabbed interface that enables

bids to be reviewed and 

submitted online.
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Case Study Massport (Massachusetts Port Authority)

“Massport's new Web site offers

accurate and timely information to

our customers when they need it

most, before they use our facilities,”

said Joey Cuzzi, Director of

Communications at Massport.

“Whether you're a traveler looking

for a specific bus schedule to Logan

Airport or a company exploring

shipping options to the Far East, the

information is now only a simple

keystroke away!”

[Challenge] Massport is an independent public authority which develops,

promotes and manages airports, the seaport and transportation infrastructure

to enable Massachusetts and New England to compete successfully in the global

marketplace. Massport wished to make their Web site a world-class, online

public service destination. They presented multiple objectives including: making

flight information readily available to the public, facilitating the process for

those wishing to do business with Massport, and providing information about

the airports, seaport, bridges and tourism. 

[Solution] Using our RainMaker ApproachSM, RainCastle architected,

designed and project managed the much-heralded Web site. We began with

our detailed needs assessment and research phase which included numerous

interviews with users of Logan Airport and with internal stakeholders from

many different departments. 

From our research, we made specific recommendations and began the 

comprehensive information architecture (IA) process, resulting in a “wireframe”

prototype of the site. Once approved, we moved into the design phase where

we created a full selection of different visual interpretations of home and 

secondary pages based upon the approved architecture. Along the way, 

we engineered a number of unique features such as: 

• Real-Time Flight Tracker that proactively notifies the user of a particular

flight’s status up to a full month before that flight is scheduled. 

• Tabbed User Interface (UI), which links to the Arrivals/Departures screens 

at the airport so the user can view flight information in real-time. 

• Online bidding, for business persons wishing to do business with Massport. 

• A view of the future, which is an area designed to show Massport’s future

plans and how much they’ve already achieved.

[Results] The Massport Web site has been widely recognized for excellence

in public service, transporation, Web development and information design 

by over 15 organizations world wide. The online bidding feature has saved

Massport a lot of money in faxes, mailings and telephone time. The site overall

has been a huge success for Massport.

Below:
A selection of support pages from the site.
All maintain navigation and branding 
consistent with that established on 
the home page.

Above:

These two screens represent the real-time flight information

interface. By linking to the screens at the airport, this 

interface is updated in real-time. We created the Flight 

Tracker to automatically notify users of any changes in 

their flight or gate status up to 30 days before the flight.

The Flight Tracker also updates in real-time.

Left:

To aid those wishing to do

business with Massport and

to reduce phone calls and

faxes, we designed a simple,

tabbed interface that enables

bids to be reviewed and 

submitted online.
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Case Study Genzyme

“RainCastle really understood what we

needed. First, they were invaluable in

helping us establish consensus around site

goals and priorities. In addition, they

quickly consolidated a great deal of input

from a variety of internal and external

stakeholders and delivered a clear, intuitive

information architecture that met the needs

and expectations of a wide variety of site

visitors. We are looking forward to our

continued collaboration as the site expands.”

Stephano Portolano, MD.

[Challenge] Genzyme came to RainCastle for a Web site that would play 

a key role in the launch of The Genetic Leadership Collaborative. Sponsored 

by Genzyme, The Genetic Leadership Collaborative (GLC) is an alliance of 

medical institutions aiming to improve the lives of people living with Lysosomal

Storage Disorders (LSDs). The Web site is intended to foster the spirit and 

practice of collaboration central to the mission of the GLC and to create 

awareness of the initiative among targeted physician groups, patients and other

healthcare providers.

Genzyme’s objectives for the site were to create an online community for those

treating and researching LSDs; to facilitate appropriate patient management by

directing patients and healthcare providers to member centers; to competitively

position Genzyme as a leader in the development of innovative therapies for

LSDs; and to differentiate both Genzyme and member centers from their 

respective competitors.

[Solution] RainCastle kicked off the process with an initial focus session 

that included a large group of key internal stakeholders. This session was

designed to gain consensus among internal stakeholders with regard to site

goals and priorities, to generate a wish list for Phase I of the site, and to

develop a vision for the future of the site. RainCastle then validated the results

of this internal focus session with a brief external survey conducted with 

influential GLC members, who would also be heavy site users. RainCastle 

rounded out the discovery phase with an audit of competitive sites, as well 

as existing Genzyme sites to which the site might ultimately link.

Based on the approved creative brief, RainCastle then developed a number 

of unique design directions. The designs ranged from the slightly more 

consumer in nature, to the more scientific. Genzyme chose to move forward

with the more scientific approach, given that the majority of site users would 

be healthcare professionals and researchers.

Finally, RainCastle created an intuitive, efficient IA that would meet the needs 

of everyone from patients and families to researchers and physicians, with a

navigation that was mindful of the fact that each group would have varying

information needs and disparate levels of understanding.

[Results] The GLC proved to be an effective support tool for the launch of

the GLC. The site’s strong foundation and a highly scalable architecture provided

a sound base from which to evolve and build out the GLC offerings. Furthermore,

the site successfully positioned the GLC as a leader in the research and

treatment of LSDs. 

Above:

Home and secondary pages for GLC community site.

Tabbed sections allow individual audience segments to

quickly access the level and type of content they need

Healthcare professionals tab

GLC members tab

Patients and families tab
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LSDs; and to differentiate both Genzyme and member centers from their 

respective competitors.
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designed to gain consensus among internal stakeholders with regard to site

goals and priorities, to generate a wish list for Phase I of the site, and to

develop a vision for the future of the site. RainCastle then validated the results

of this internal focus session with a brief external survey conducted with 

influential GLC members, who would also be heavy site users. RainCastle 

rounded out the discovery phase with an audit of competitive sites, as well 

as existing Genzyme sites to which the site might ultimately link.

Based on the approved creative brief, RainCastle then developed a number 

of unique design directions. The designs ranged from the slightly more 

consumer in nature, to the more scientific. Genzyme chose to move forward

with the more scientific approach, given that the majority of site users would 

be healthcare professionals and researchers.

Finally, RainCastle created an intuitive, efficient IA that would meet the needs 

of everyone from patients and families to researchers and physicians, with a

navigation that was mindful of the fact that each group would have varying

information needs and disparate levels of understanding.

[Results] The GLC proved to be an effective support tool for the launch of

the GLC. The site’s strong foundation and a highly scalable architecture provided

a sound base from which to evolve and build out the GLC offerings. Furthermore,

the site successfully positioned the GLC as a leader in the research and

treatment of LSDs. 
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Case Study Storigen

“RainCastle created a look and feel

that helped position Storigen as a

credible, stable player in an 

evolving marketplace. Perhaps most

importantly, the brand is flexible and

scaleable enough to grow with us.”

Director of Marketing
Storigen Systems

[Challenge] Many RainCastle clients are faced with the daunting task of

launching products into a crowded, noisy marketplace where it is extremely

difficult to differentiate new entrants. The challenge becomes even more 

difficult in an unfavorable economic climate where technology startups are

viewed with a great deal of skepticism. 

Storigen Systems is a classic example of how RainCastle can help emerging

companies effectively position and differentiate themselves. Storigen Systems

is the developer of the industry’s first Distributed Storage System. The company

was planning to launch at a time when many technology companies were on

shaky ground.  

“Not only did we need to establish credibility for Storigen and our distributed

storage system, but we were in essence creating a new category,” explained

Storigen’s Director of Marketing. “We came to RainCastle because we knew

that they had successfully accomplished this for a number of companies like

ours. From the beginning, they understood our sales and marketing challenges,

our market space, as well as our need to work within a tight schedule.”

[Solution] Storigen had already done a great deal of strategic planning

prior to engaging RainCastle. As a result, they had achieved internal

consensus around their desired brand, as well as the tactics they wanted 

to use to communicate that brand. RainCastle supplemented those internal

activities by conducting external interviews with beta customers and

engaging in a comprehensive competitive overview to validate and augment

Storigen’s internal findings. 

Armed with the internal and external findings, RainCastle created a new

corporate identity system based on the existing logo. The chosen brand and

corporate identities used original photography (shot on location at Storigen’s

headquarters) and a sophisticated color palette to convey the impression of

an established company, while leveraging Storigen’s agility and new approach

to the problem of delivering data to service provider and enterprise users. 

The new creative was quickly deployed across a range of materials, which

included a corporate brochure, data sheets, Web site, white paper,

documentation covers, and PowerPoint presentation.

[Benefits] “RainCastle created a look and feel that helped position

Storigen as a credible, stable player in an evolving marketplace,” said

Storigen’s Director of Marketing. “Perhaps most importantly, the brand is

flexible and scaleable enough to grow with us.” 

Below:

Full collateral system including stationery, corporate folder,

brochure as well as, white paper and datasheets

Above left:

Home and secondary page of Storigen Web site

Above right:

Graphics Standards Manual
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Armed with the internal and external findings, RainCastle created a new
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headquarters) and a sophisticated color palette to convey the impression of

an established company, while leveraging Storigen’s agility and new approach
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The new creative was quickly deployed across a range of materials, which

included a corporate brochure, data sheets, Web site, white paper,

documentation covers, and PowerPoint presentation.

[Benefits] “RainCastle created a look and feel that helped position
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w w w . r a i n c a s t l e . c o m

RainCastle Communications, the Design Strategy Company, 

providing insightful brand strategies through integrated 

Web and print design.      




